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While experimental social psychological perspectives on gender have been concerned primarily with the origin and perpetuation of gender stereotypes, Butlerâ€™s work is more
political in her explicit call to create gender trouble. The political nature of the work is perhaps one reason why experimental social psychologists have been reluctant to build on and
integrate Butlerâ€™s ideas in their work â€“ but, we would argue, it is indeed one of the reasons they should.Â In her book Gender Trouble Butler (1990) argues that within Western
culture, sex, gender, and sexual orientation are viewed as closely linked, essential qualities. Emotion theorists and gender theorists alike will find much to think about in this edited
volume. The new data presented and the careful, critical reviews of past work will become valued references for scholars in both fields." Psychology of WOmen Quarterly, 25 (2001).
Book Description. A fascinating exploration of the relationship between gender and emotion. Product details. Gender and Emotion book. Read reviews from worldâ€™s largest
community for readers. For ages, women have been considered as the emotional sex. The aim of t...Â Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking
â€œGender and Emotion: Social Psychological Perspectivesâ€ as Want to Read: Want to Read savingâ€¦ Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Gender and Emotion: So by
Fischer Agneta H. Other editions. Want to Read savingâ€¦ Error rating book. Refresh and try again. Rate this book. The social-developmental theory explains gender differences in
emotion expression through emphasizing "children's active role in their development of gendered behavior" through learning by watching adults or through interactions with their
parents and peers (Chaplin & Aldao, 2012).[14] This hypothesis points to the fact that infants are not born with the same differences in emotional expression and gender differences
generally grow more. pronounced as children age.Â The second major argument in support of social influences on emotion expression involves the idea that a society's gender roles
reinforce gender differences.Â Gender and Emotion: Social Psychological Perspectives. pp. 166â€“186. doi:10.1017/CBO9780511628191.009. ISBN 9780511628191. Gender and
Emotion. Social Psychological Perspectives. Search within full text. Get access. Buy the print book. Check if you have access via personal or institutional login. Log in Register.Â
Gender and Emotion in the United States: Do Men and Women Differ in Selfâ€Reports of Feelings and Expressive Behavior?. American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 109, Issue. 5, p.
1137.

